
BEYOND INK: MODERNITY AND TRADITION

Through the use of landscape as a motif in my artwork, I am 
acutely aware of the rapidly changing landscape of Hong Kong 
as a result of modernization. My everyday experiences relate 
to a contemporary modern culture, reflected by the cityscape 
and technology of the modern city of Hong Kong. In most 
aspects of my daily life in this city, there is a constant reminder 
of this. On the other hand, the visible signs of traditional Hong 
Kong culture seem less obvious.

The project investigated aspects of the history and tradition 
of Chinese brush painting, specifically in landscape paintings 
from the Sung Dynasty onwards and drew from this rich field 
of knowledge to inform my artwork. Acknowledging the 
values within the tradition of brush painting as form, material 
and philosophy, the project questioned how modernity has 
impacted on these conventions. The research attempted to 
extend Chinese brush painting traditions and its conventions 
beyond material and display, utilizing both traditional and new 
forms, materials and installation strategies.

Danny Liu sees himself as a visual artist who is interested in realising a simple yet complicated form of 
art through an in-depth appreciation of Chinese ink paintings. Liu followed masters like Hung Hoi, 
Leung Kui Ting where he acquired the finest techniques and theories. He has attained a Diploma of 
Chinese painting at HKUSPACE (2008), an Art Specialist Course in ink painting at HKVAC (2009), a 
Diploma of Visual Art Education at Renmin University of China, Beijing (2010) and a Master of Fine Art 
at RMIT (2013). Liu is determined to embark on a journey of exploring his aesthetics and concepts 
beyond ink, materials and tools in his pursuit of “Where’s the Mountain?” – a theme he has shared 
passionately on Hong Kong’s RTHK’s television program (March 2013). Liu has given Chinese painting 
workshops to Syracuse University students at City University, HK since 2008, while also giving private 
and individual art workshops.
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